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About This Game

It's already here. A collection of six entertaining Virtual Reality games for individuals, the whole family or a group of friends.
You do not have to sit in front of the computer while playing. You can exercise and burn some calories in a more pleasant way
than in the gym, while playing the game. Let´s try and test yourself against your loved ones and friends. Find out who is faster,
better, or smarter. The principles of the games are single, also suitable for children and each game contains instructions. We

wish you a lot fun!

Graball:
The balls are being thrown and you catch them with plasma catchers, with time more balls are being thrown at you. When you

do not snatch a ball a faster green one will be thrown and if you do not grab even that one, you will lose one life.

Forball:
The aim of this game is to create and keep as many balls as possible between you and the planet, bear in mind that the

atmosphere of the planet each ball to duplicate.

Gunball:
In this game there is a big cannons in front of you, and your task is to avoid its bullets, but be careful, you only have one life.

Flower on hand is little tribute to the hippies.

Acuball:
In this game you catch balls, whose speed is getting higher. When you do not snapch one you will lose one life. Maybe a surprise

too.
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Bubball:
You have colored balls and from the bottom are rising bubbles of different colours. Your task is to catch the bubbles of the

same colour, otherwise you lose points. If you have less than zero points, ending game and you may try again.

Runball:
In this game, you will be avoid fire columns, they can strike you, but you can also repel them with swords. With each ball you

take gain one point.

Bonus games:
Cubball - Return ball to the wall it came from.

Oneball - Play special tennis with yourself.
Bigball - Pick smile using head, avoid devils.
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Title: Funball Games VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Daniel Rychlý
Publisher:
Milan Matonok
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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funball games vr

Anyone who wants, to find the favorite game here. I have Bubball without floor and Gunball. And sometimes others.
Edit: Bonus games are great!
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